7X
SPLIT
7X Split is the first new Sunreef 80 launched. With her classically-inspired lines
and immense living spaces, vast main deck and unbelievable panoramic glazing
features the yacht has unique contemporary and refined style.

The yacht’s interiors and outdoor areas are in perfect harmony. The aft cockpit
is a completely flush surface with movable furniture and a hydraulic aft platform
expanding the lounging space to the maximum when the dinghy is launched. A
dancefloor, a conference room, a yoga room – the main deck can be more than
easily rearranged for just about any occasion.
Easily accessed from the saloon, the cozy bow terrace is well protected from
wind and sun. 7X Split uses this space for a comfortable relaxation area with
generous seating and sun pads. A fully-equipped bar, sunning spaces, a dining
table and sofa for all the guests as well as a dual helm station have all found
their way up on the superyacht sundeck.

Sunreef 80

Technical Details
Type:
Producer:
Build year:
Length over all:
Beam:
Fuel Capacity :
Water Capacity :
Living Space :
Main Sail:
Genoa:
Engine:
Flag:

Catamaran
Sunreef Yachts
2018
24.4 m
11.5 m
6000 l
1600 l
340 m2
203 m2
155 m2
2X255 HP
HR

Meet the crew
Four highly-skilled crew, including an excellent chef, are on board 7X to ensure your every desire is met during your luxury charter. The varied backgrounds of the crew have resulted in a dedicated team, which
provides an exciting and friendly atmosphere. Having an experienced and professional crew guiding you along your yacht charter results in an ultimate experience. The crew of the luxury catamaran Sunreef 7X
looks forward to welcoming you onboard and providing you an unforgettable holiday!

Tonći Čović

- CAPTAIN

Captain Tonći has been a yacht captain since
1996 serving on a variety of private and charter
yachts. As the Captain, he takes great pride in
creating tailor-made yacht cruise experiences for
each charter. He works closely with his guests to
ensure that all of their needs and wants are met.
He is also well versed in the hidden anchorages
in secluded bays of the Adriatic, and is enthusiastic about sharing his love of sailing, diving and
exploring the underwater realm with charter
guests.

Marin has been in the yachting industry for over 10
years and brings a great deal of experience and
knowledge to ensure the smooth operation of the
yacht and her services. He is a hardworking, versatile
and enthusiastic member of the 7X crew. With his
pleasant personality and great sense of humor, Marin
will ensure you have an enjoyable and friendly time
aboard.

Marin Grbac

- DECKHAND

Raul is a highly talented and innovative Executive
Chef with global operational experience working
in internationally renowned restaurants. He is extremely creative and is excited about having the
opportunity to present his mouth-watering creations to guests aboard 7X. Raul has travelled extensively during his career which is evident in his
first-class international cuisine.

Raul Lajtman

- CHEF

Nera has been in the hospitality industry for over 10
years now. She is a hard-working organizer, enjoys
challenges and takes pride in providing excellent service. Approachable and cheerful, Nera always aims to
elevate the client experience. She is a very kind person;
whose main aim is to make guests' time on board as
pleasant as possible.

Nera Pervan

- HOSTES

Salon
With a completely fresh superstructure concept, the
Sunreef 80 has a saloon plan with an outstanding potential for customization what exactly was done on 7X.
All the areas combined from a universal open environment
where flexibility and freedom reign.
She has a central lounging space with a panoramic view that
opens both onto the bow terrace and cockpit.

Galley
The port hull houses the galley and crew quarters
along with two voluminous guest cabins reflecting the
style of the master’s with leather details and balanced
mixture of dark blue and metallic grey tones.
With plenty of storage and a clever layout, the galley
is directly accessed from the crew’s cabin.

Cabins
A spacious 4-cabin layout includes a simply spectacular
master suite, occupying most of the starboard hull along
with the children’s cabin.
A common complaint about catamarans is high beds, accessed by steps, and what makes 7X even more exceptional are step-free cabins so beds are low and enjoy views
out of portholes that dip down to the water.

The big bathroom has a minimalist, monochromatic design
combining teak wood and quartz.

